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Intelligence Briefing on the Early War British Army (1939-41) British Company Choices You can base your British force on: • an Armoured Squadron (Tank Company), • a Motor Company (Mechanised Infantry Company), or • a Rifle Company (Infantry Company).



Motivation and Experience The British Army is well-trained and ready to fight. It lacks experience in modern mass warfare, but will put up a good showing. British troops are rated as Confident Trained.



Special Rules The term British as used here includes all those nationalities fighting under the command of the British Army.



allowing you the fun of steaming in the correct formations with the correct disregard for the enemy’s activities.



British Bulldog



Manoeuvre Under Fire



200 years ago a French general ago remarked that the British infantry that his troops attacked appeared to have taken root and be stuck to the ground because they refused to run away when most other troops would have. Nothing has changed and British soldiers still have a reputation for tenacity and stubbornly refusing to give up ground that they have taken. Any time a British platoons fails a Motivation test during an assault, you may re-roll the die and apply the new result instead.



Take Over Sergeant The backbone of the British army is its sergeants. Many a new lieutenant has been advised to let the sergeant run the platoon and to follow his sage advice. If the officer is killed, the sergeant is more than able to keep the platoon fighting. Unfortunately, the officers don’t tend to tell their sergeant the overall plan, so once the officer is gone the platoon has no idea where they are supposed to be going. You may rally pinned down British platoons and re-mount bailed-out British vehicles as if they had a command team, even if the command team has been destroyed.



Tank Enthusiasts Britain had many tank enthusiasts between the wars. Each had their own theories as to how tanks should be used, and an equal lack of opportunity for testing out their ideas. The doctrine officially adopted followed the general line of thinking in viewing tank battles as a land-based form of naval battle with the ‘cruiser’ squadrons and their ‘tank marines’ sallying forth from ‘harbours’ protected by the infantry and artillery. The tanks would do battle with enemy tanks while the other arms watched and waited for their fate to be decided.



Broadside The outcome was that British tanks, although superbly trained, displayed some unusual behaviours on the battlefield. Platoons ‘steamed’ in rigid naval formations such as ‘line ahead’ and turned to fire ‘broadsides’ at the enemy. This most likely looked spectacular in peacetime manoeuvres, but is rather unusual, presenting as it does, the thinner side armour of the hull to the enemy. Only the turret facing is used in determining whether a shot hits the front or the side armour of a British tank, since the armour ratings have been calculated based on their broadside tactics. The facing of the hull is irrelevant,
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British tank doctrine required that tanks be either concealed in hull-down positions or moving when under anti-tank fire. Under no circumstances should they halt in the open. In addition, fire should be opened at long range and maintained as the enemy closes, with tanks engaging their opposite number in the line on a ‘ship for ship’ basis. British tanks do not suffer any penalty to their ROF for shooting on the move at ranges up to 16”/40cm. In effect, they are assumed to be firing on the move at all times! British tanks do not suffer the usual +1 penalty to hit when shooting at ranges over 16”/40cm. Their training and profligate use of ammunition at very long ranges compensates for the difficulty of hitting the target.



British Artillery British artillery is very well organized and capable of bringing down a large amount of explosive upon the enemy’s heads. Any British attack or enemy counter-attack is likely to involve intensive fire from the disciplined gunners of the Royal Artillery and Royal Horse Artillery.



Rounds On Target One of the basic principles governing British artillery fire is that speed is more important than accuracy—if you get enough rounds close enough, some are bound to hit! A British Artillery Platoon or Battery may fire to get rounds on target fast. If this option is used, the observer may re-roll the first failed ranging shot each turn. The Artillery Platoon or battery can still use the All Guns Repeat rule in the turn after ranging in this way.



Twelve-gun Batteries British divisions had nearly 50% more artillery than most armies. To control such huge numbers of guns, they had large twelve-gun batteries (although the Royal Horse Artillery in the armoured divisions had only eight guns). These large batteries give the British commander more flexibility, since they can fire the battery as either one big battery to destroy a concentrated target, or as two smaller batteries to cover a target that is more spread out. Any British Artillery Platoon or Battery observer team (but not a Mortar Platoon observer team) may call and range fire from any Artillery Platoon or Battery, not just their own.



British Vehicles Fast Tank British cruiser tanks have powerful engines and flexible Christie suspension allowing them to really move when they open the throttle. 1 of 1



Fast tanks can march up to 32”/80cm when moving At the Double.



British Weapons



Light Tank



No HE



British light tanks have powerful aircraft engines allowing them to move at very high speed. Light tanks move 16”/40cm when moving on Roads or Cross-country.



British and French anti-tank guns do not have high explosive (HE) ammunition, so they must fire solid antitank shot at any target that they engage. Guns with no HE ammunition reduce their Firepower against unarmoured targets 6.



No Loader Valentine and Honey tanks require the commander to do double duty as the loader. This limits their rate of fire. Tanks with no loader add +1 to the score required to hit with their main gun.



Slow Tank Infantry tanks need thick armour more than they need speed. Slow tanks only move 8”/20cm on Road and Cross-country terrain.



Unreliable British infantry tanks were not very reliable. They had to maintain a slow speed in marches to avoid unacceptable losses, and most casualties in battle were from mechanical breakdowns. If an unreliable tank attempts to move At the Double, roll a die. On a roll of 1, the tank breaks down, becoming Bogged Down, and does not move.



WWI Design The A11 Matilda infantry tank gained its nickname from its slow waddling gait. It was designed to for WWI conditions, which only required it to travel at a walking pace, and it could go no faster. Tanks of WWI design only move 6”/15cm on Road and Cross-country terrain.



Portee The French 25mm anti-tank gun was designed to be pulled by horses and so too light to be towed behind a truck. Because of this, the gun was always carried ‘portée’ (i.e. carried on the truck). This proved successful in France, so in the Desert, the British carried their 37mm and 2 pdr antitank guns portee on their trucks too. An anti-tank gun carried portee on a truck counts as an unarmoured, wheeled tank. The gun can fire to the front of the truck like a hull-mounted gun while mounted. An anti-tank gun portee may be removed and replaced with the towed version of its gun taking an entire turn to do so, becoming a gun team in the process. The truck is sent to the rear.



Vickers Medium Machine-gun During the First World War, the British Army developed advanced tactics for their Vickers medium machine-guns (they only use heavy machine-gun to describe heavy automatic cannon). As well as firing as normal machineguns, the Vickers medium machine-guns also fire artillerystyle barrages. Your HMG teams may fire as Close-support Artillery. They may fire artillery bombardments out to 48”/120cm, twice their normal range. Range in the machine-guns as artillery and use the Artillery Template to determine what they hit.



Air Support The Royal Air Force is a strategic weapon. Its efforts are focussed on winning the war through an effective bombing campaign against Germany. Only the Army Co-operation Command has any interest in the ground battle, and it is only equipped with light observation aircraft. As a result, the best that your force can hope for is that the RAF (Royal Air Farce or Rare As Fairies to its detractors) will keep the enemy attack aircraft at bay. You may request Sporadic air support at a cost of 25 points. Sporadic air support will provide fighter interception only on a roll of a 6. You may request Limited air support at a cost of 50 points. Limited air support will provide fighter interception only on a roll of a 5+.
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Armoured Squadron (Tank Company) The armoured regiment’s carried on the proud traditions of the cavalry of old, having the speed and punch for mobile operations. Like the infantry, most of these regiment s can trace back to hundreds of years of faithful service to the Crown. However, many of the cavalry regiment’s did not exchange their horses for tanks or armoured cars until just before the war. The oldest armoured regiments are the battalions of the Royal Tank Regiment, which was formed to fight in France in the First World War. British Armoured nomenclature is confusing, with the term regiment having two distinct meanings: In the term ‘armoured regiment’, the name is inherited from the old cavalry regiments. These were roughly the same strength as the infantry battalion. Hence, an armoured regiment (of battalion strength) is composed of squadrons (companies) and troops (platoons) in the cavalry tradition. On the other hand the Royal Tank Regiment (RTR or R Tanks) is a regiment in the usual sense with many battalions. Unlike European or US regiments though, the RTR never fights as a unit, but rather its battalions are used wherever needed. The early British armour is the subject of most of the questions, since it is the most radical part of the briefing. I deliberately made the early British quite radical since they had some very innovating and brave views on how armoured warfare would occur. With only the primitive tanks of the First World War for practical experience, the development of armour in the Twenties and Thirties was largely experimental and theoretical. The British theorists with the most influence on the army took naval warfare as their guide. The results were rather radical, and in light of subsequent experience, rather unusual. With limited experience in France and a strategic victory over Italy, there was little on which to base a revision of these tactics until the advent of Rommel in the Desert. Once up against first-class opposition, the weakness of British armoured tactics was quickly exposed. By 1942, the pre-war tactics had been discarded as new equipment and ideas entered the fray. In order to reflect the development of British armour over this period, the early war Intel Briefing is radically different to the mid war one. The biggest change is in the handling of British tank shooting. In the mid war list the 2 pdr tank gun has ROF 3, while the 37mm has ROF 2. If either type moves, their ROF drops to 1. In the early period, British doctrine required tanks to keep moving unless they were concealed at long range. They were under the mistaken impression that shooting on the move was easier than hitting a moving target. Rather than allowing players spurious choice in this matter, the briefing builds this continuous movement into the rules. So, British tanks have ROF 2, regardless as to whether they move or not at ranges up to 16"/40cm. This takes the choice out of the player’s hands. Now, they just need to decide how they are going to exploit the advantages that their doctrine gives them. They can't sit still and blast away at ROF 3 as their German equivalents can, but they don't suffer nearly as much if they fight a fluid battle. If they can get the opponent moving, they'll win. So why do the Valentine and Honey have an extra +1 to hit? Because they have small cramped turrets only big enough for two crew. In the mid-war list this reduced them to ROF 2 compared with other British tanks with bigger turrets that have ROF 3. Since all early-war British tanks start with ROF 2, they get a to hit penalty instead. Unfortunately this is quite different from the way the mid-war British are handled, so it has created some confusion. The good news is though that ultimately (perhaps in a few years time) we may have a new and even more interesting mid-war British Intel Briefing as a result!



What Is In An Armoured Squadron? A force based around an Armoured Squadron must contain: • a Company HQ, and • at least two Armoured Platoons. Support Platoons for an Armoured Squadron can be: • Motor Platoons (from a Motor Company), or • Artillery, Anti-tank, Anti-aircraft, or Reconnaissance Platoons from Divisional Troops. You may have up to one Support Platoon attached to your company for each Armoured Platoon you are fielding.



Motivation And Experience An Armoured Squadron is Confident Trained.
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Headquarters Platoon 1 Company HQ



The Armoured Company (Armoured Squadron in British parlance) is a straightforward organisation. The complexity comes from the many and varied types of tanks they used. In France and the early desert battles, the Company HQ platoon could have up to three different types of tank! The company command tank was usually the same type as the squadron’s cruisers, but the 2iC’s tank was sometimes a light tank, and the close support tanks usually old A9 or A10 types. With the arrival of the Crusader in June 1941, the situation was finally sorted out with all tanks being the same type. The M3 ‘Honey’ Stuart lacked a close-support variant, so normal gun tanks took their place.
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Combat Platoons 2 to 4 Armoured Platoons



Following cavalry tradition, an armoured platoon is known as a troop. Each troop has either three cruiser fast tanks or three light tanks. In France most squadrons had two platoons of A13 cruiser tanks and two of light tanks. Some less fortunate units had A10 heavy cruisers instead of A13 fast cruisers. About half of the light tanks in the 1st Armoured Division in France were up-gunned Light Mk VIC. These seem to have served with the cavalry regiments (which had fewer cruisers), while the Light Mk VIB served with the RTR. The desert initially saw similar mixed squadrons, but with older A9 and A10 cruisers predominating over the faster A13 types. Later, after Rommel’s arrival, the cruiser tanks were grouped into their own squadrons (with all three types mixed as the workshops managed to repair them), but were few and far between, rarely more than two or three squadrons available in the whole desert at a time. Almost all light tanks in the desert were the Light Mk VIB. The only Light Mk VIC tanks available served in the headquarters of infantry tank battalions. The new A15 Crusader tank appeared for the first time in Operation Battle Axe in June 1941. For Operation Crusader in December, these were supplemented by the excellent M3 ‘Honey’ Stuart sent from the US under the lend-lease agreement. Both of these types fully equipped the units they served in.
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Motor Company (Mechanised Infantry Company) The motor battalions are all drawn from the old rifle regiments, the Green Jackets of Wellington’s day. Now they operate as ‘tank marines’, following the tanks and clearing pockets of enemy resistance and providing safe harbours for the tanks to rearm and refuel.



What Is In A Motor Company? A force based around a Motor Company must contain: • a Company HQ, and • at least two Motor Platoons. Weapons Platoons available to a Motor Company are: • a Carrier Platoon, or • an Anti-tank Platoon. Support Platoons for a Motor Company can be: • Armoured Platoons (from an Armoured Squadron), or • Artillery, Anti-tank, Anti-aircraft, or Reconnaissance Platoons from Divisional Troops. You may have up to two Support Platoons attached to your company for each Motor Platoon you are fielding.



Combat Platoons 2 or 3 Motor Platoons



Motivation And Experience A Motor Company is Confident Trained.



Headquarters Platoon 1 Company HQ



At full strength:



150 points



With 2 squads:



110 points



Motor Platoons are well equipped and heavily armed. They are able to stand up to enemy tanks or infantry without outside help. At full strength:



30 points



The Motor Company is a rather austere organisation. Aside from three Motor Platoons, the company has only its Carrier Platoon for immediate support.



Weapons Platoons 0 to 2 Carrier Sections



Carrier Sections give the Motor Company reconnaissance forces and light armoured support. Carrier Sections are reconnaissance platoons and may use the Reconnaissance rules to avoid enemy fire. Each Carrier Section counts as a separate platoon.
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0 to 1 Anti-tank Platoon



The divisional support group includes an anti-tank company for the motor battalions. This has either French 25mm SA34 Hotchkiss guns for the French campaign, or 2 pdr anti-tank guns for the desert battles. The guns are usually carried portee on the trucks rather than towed behind. Your force may not contain more than one Anti-tank Platoon, even if it has more than one Rifle Company.
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Rifle Company (Infantry Company) The bulwark of the British Army has always been the infantry. Solid, dependable, the British soldier is the equal of any, and as history has proved, the better of most.



The Commonwealth The volunteer citizen soldier was, with the exception of the Indian Army, the hallmark of the early war Commonwealth armies. All had suffered from severe funding deficiencies in the interwar years, and comprised a small cadre of regular soldiers, where only the artillery and other specialist branches were approaching establishment strengths. The bulk of the army were part-time volunteers—Australia’s Citizen Military Force, Canada’s Non-Permanent Active Militia, New Zealand’s Territorials, and South Africa’s Active Citizen Force. Even when these men answered the call to arms in September 1939 there still was not enough men to raise the Divisions (or Division in New Zealand’s case) to serve overseas. Large numbers of civilians volunteered and were soon after basic training embarked for service overseas. At first enthusiasm and vigour made up for deficiencies in training and equipment, but in their first actions; Greece, Crete and in the Desert they suffered some hard blows, and soon emerged as hardened warriors.



What Is In A Rifle Company? A force based around a Rifle Company must contain: • a Company HQ, and • at least two Rifle Platoons. Weapons Platoons available to a Rifle Company are: • a Carrier Platoon, • a Mortar Platoon, • an Anti-aircraft Platoon, • a Pioneer Platoon, and • an Anti-tank Platoon. Support Platoons for a Rifle Company can be: • Infantry Tank Platoons (see below), • Machine-gun Platoons (see below), or • Artillery, Anti-tank, Anti-aircraft, or Reconnaissance Platoons from Divisional Troops. You may have up to two Support Platoons attached to your company for each Rifle Platoon you are fielding.



Combat Platoons 2 to 3 Rifle Platoons



Motivation And Experience A Rifle Company is Confident Trained.



Headquarters Platoon 1 Company HQ



At full strength:



140 points



With 2 squads:



105 points



Rifle platoons are well armed having a light mortar and a Boys anti-tank rifle, as well as three light machine-guns. In the British Army, the term section is used rather than squad.



At full strength:



20 points



The Rifle Company HQ is just the bare basics, the company commander and the 2iC.
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0 to 1 Mortar Platoon



Weapons Platoons 0 to 2 Carrier Sections



The battalion’s carriers provide a light armoured scouting force. The Carrier Platoon is great for covering open flanks and withdrawals as well as probing for enemy positions during rapid advances. Carrier Sections are reconnaissance platoons and may use the Reconnaissance rules to avoid enemy fire. Carrier Sections count as separate platoons.



0 to 1 Assault Section



At full strength:



125 points



With 1 section:



70 points



Infantry battalions have their own artillery in the form of a Mortar Platoon. The observer teams are normally attached to the Rifle Platoons. There was a severe shortage of mortars in France in 1940, so most Mortar Platoons only had a pair of weapons. Your force may not contain more than one Mortar Platoon, even if it has more than one Rifle Company.



0 to 1 Anti-aircraft Platoon



At full strength:



115 points



The carrier platoon also has an assault section on motorcycles to give it mobile infantry support. Historically, the motorcycle and sidecar combinations of the Assault Section only carry a driver and two riflemen each. A team of four riflemen is split over one motorcycle with a sidecar and two without. In Flames Of War, you can model a rifle team’s transport as either one or more motorcycles, but either way they count as a single transport team they must always remain together and count as a single target for shooting. If one is destroyed, they are all destroyed. You may choose to base all of the vehicles together to show this. Assault Sections are reconnaissance platoons and may use the Reconnaissance rules to avoid enemy fire. Assault Sections count as separate platoons. Your force may not contain more than one Assault Section, even if it has more than one Rifle Company.
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At full strength:



115 points



With 2 squads:



85 points



With 1 squad:



55 points



The battalion Anti-aircraft Platoon combined four Bren AA machine-guns with four anti-tank rifles for a useful defensive capability. Your force may not contain more than one Anti-aircraft Platoon, even if it has more than one Rifle Company.
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0 to 1 Pioneer Platoon



Support Platoons Machine-gun Platoons



At full strength:



115 points



With 1 section:



70 points



The small battalion Pioneer Platoon allows the battalion to undertake mine-clearance and other assault engineering tasks. Your force may not contain more than one Pioneer Platoon, even if it has more than one Rifle Company.



0 to 1 Anti-tank Platoon Brigade Anti-tank Companies are a relatively new addition to the British infantry structure. In France they were equipped with French 25mm SA34 Hotchkiss guns. In the desert they were initially equipped with captured Italian 47/32 guns, but finally standardised on the 2 pdr anti-tank gun. The guns are usually carried portee on the trucks. See the Motor Company above for the platoon organisation. Your force may not contain more than one Anti-tank Platoon, even if it has more than one Rifle Company.



At full strength:



130 points



With 1 section:



75 points



British heavy machine-guns are grouped into specialist machine-gun battalions which are allocated to the infantry as required. In France their were large numbers of machinegun battalions as befitted the expectation of WWI-style trench warfare.



0 to 2 Infantry Tank Platoons



For a major operation, an infantry division would be assigned a tank brigade of three tank battalions. The tank brigades were equipped with Matilda or Valentine infantry tanks. Each infantry battalion would be assigned a tank company of four platoons of three tanks.
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Divisional Troops Divisional Troops are Confident Trained.



Anti-tank Platoons



Armoured Car Platoons Armoured Car Platoons have three Morris CS9, Rolls Royce, Marmon Harrington, or Humber armoured cars. A Scout Car Platoon has five Daimler Dingo scout cars.



Divisional Cavalry Platoons Most infantry divisions in France have a divisional cavalry regiment with two patrols of three Light tanks and three patrols of three Scout Carriers each platoon. Each patrol counts as a separate platoon. The platoon is a reconnaissance platoon.



Motorcycle Platoons Most of the rest have a motorcycle battalion in which each platoon has a command Boys team on a motorcycle and sidecar and a solo motorcycle, a Light Mortar team on a motorcycle and sidecar and a solo motorcycle, and three MG teams, each on three motorcycles and sidecars. The whole platoon costs 130 points, or 100 points with only two MG teams. The platoon is a reconnaissance platoon. Towed Anti-tank Platoons are composed of four 37mm Bofors, 2 pdr, or 18 pdr anti-tank guns towed by 15 cwt trucks or carried portee on a 3-ton truck. The Platoon Command team is a command Rifle/MG team mounted in a 15 cwt truck.



Anti-aircraft Platoons



Anti-Aircraft Platoons have four Bofors anti-aircraft guns towed by or mounted on Morris AA tractors. The Platoon Command team is a Rifle/MG team in a 15 cwt truck.
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Artillery Batteries



British artillery started the war with two twelve-gun batteries per artillery regiment (a battalion-strength organisation). This proved as cumbersome as it first appears (bearing in mind that other nations used four-gun batteries!), and was later changed to a more flexible structure of three eight-gun batteries.
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The Royal Horse Artillery regiments supporting the armoured divisions only had eight guns in each of their two batteries. Initially the guns were the 18/25 pdr guns, but these were later replaced by the more modern 25 pdr gun. When you take a Field Artillery Battery as a support choice, you may also take up to two additional Field Artillery Platoons as part of the same choice. The Field Artillery Battery and Field Artillery Platoons are separate platoons in all respects, but only occupy one support choice between them. If a Field Artillery Platoon is deployed within command distance of the Field Artillery Battery, they may combine their fire with the battery and benefit from the battery staff team. If one Field Artillery Platoon combines its fire with the Field Artillery Battery, the combined battery may fire as either: • eight guns concentrated on a single Artillery Template (giving re-rolls for misses due to the density of fire) or • eight guns spread over a double-width Artillery Template (12”/30cm wide by 6”/15cm deep) with four guns per template (giving no re-rolls to hit). If two Field Artillery Platoons combine their fire with the Field Artillery Battery, the combined battery may fire as either: • twelve guns spread over a double-width Artillery Template (12”/30cm wide by 6”/15cm deep) with six guns per template (giving re-rolls for misses due to the density of fire) or • twelve guns spread over a triple-width Artillery Template (18”/45cm wide by 6”/15cm deep) with four guns per template (giving no re-rolls to hit).
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Tanks and Other Fighting Vehicles Name



Points



Mobility



Armour



Equipment And Notes



Front



Side



Top



Light Tanks – Confident Trained Light Mk VIB



30



Half-tracked



1



1



1



0.5” HMG, co-ax MG, Light tank.



Light Mk VIC



35



Half-tracked



1



1



1



15mm HMG, co-ax MG, Light tank.



Cruiser Tanks – Confident Trained A9 Cruiser Mk I



90



Fully-tracked



1



0



1



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, two MG, Unreliable.



A9 Cruiser Mk I CS



30



Fully-tracked



1



0



1



3.7” tank howitzer, co-ax MG, two MG, Unreliable.



A10 Cruiser Mk II



125



Fully-tracked



2



2



1



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, hull MG, Unreliable.



A10 Cruiser Mk II CS



35



Fully-tracked



2



2



1



3.7” tank howitzer, co-ax MG, hull MG, Unreliable.



A13 Mk I Cruiser Mk III



95



Fully-tracked



1



1



1



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, Fast tank, Unreliable.



A13 Mk II Cruiser Mk IV



115



Fully-tracked



2



1



1



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, Fast tank, Unreliable.



A13 Mk II Cruiser Mk IV CS



35



Fully-tracked



2



1



1



3.7” tank howitzer, co-ax MG, Fast tank, Unreliable.



A15 Crusader I



145



Fully-tracked



3



2



1



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, MG, Fast tank, Unreliable.



A15 Crusader I CS



95



Fully-tracked



3



2



1



3” tank howitzer, co-ax MG, MG, Fast tank, Unreliable.



‘Honey’ Stuart



130



Fully-tracked



3



2



1



37mm tank gun, co-ax MG, hull MG, No loader, Light tank.



Fully-tracked



6



5



2



MG, WWI design, Unreliable.



Infantry Tanks – Confident Trained A11 Matilda I



75



A11 Matilda I



90



Fully-tracked



6



5



2



0.5” HMG, WWI design, Unreliable.



A12 Matilda II



350



Fully-tracked



7



6



2



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, Slow tank, Unreliable.



A12 Matilda II CS



225



Fully-tracked



7



6



2



3” tank howitzer, co-ax MG, Slow tank, Unreliable.



Valentine I or II



230



Fully-tracked



6



5



1



2 pdr tank gun, co-ax MG, No loader, Slow tank. Hull MG, hull Boys AT rifle, Recce.



Reconnaissance – Confident Trained Bren Carrier



25



Half-tracked



0



0



0



Scout Carrier



25



Half-tracked



0



0



0



Hull MG, hull Boys AT rifle, Recce.



Morris CS9



25



Wheeled



0



0



1



MG, Boys AT rifle, Recce.



Rolls Royce



25



Wheeled



0



0



1



MG, Boys AT rifle, Recce.



Marmon Harrington



25



Wheeled



0



0



1



MG, Boys AT rifle, Recce.



Humber Mk I



35



Wheeled



1



0



1



15mm HMG, co-ax MG, Recce.



Daimler Dingo



30 Wheeled 1 0 1 AA MG, Recce. Fast tank: Fast tanks move 32”/80cm when moving At the Double. Light tank: Light tanks may move 16”/40cm per turn on Road or Cross-country. No Loader: Valentine and Honey tanks combine the role of commander and loader adding +1 to the score to hit with the main gun. Recce: Recce troops can use the Reconnaissance rules to avoid enemy fire. Slow tank: Slow tanks may only move 8”/20cm per turn. Unreliable: Unreliable tanks roll a die when they move At the Double. On a roll of 1 they become Bogged Down as the tank breaks down. WWI design: Tanks of WWI design may only move 6”/15cm per turn.
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Guns and Vehicle Weapons Name Points Range ROF Anti-tank Firepower Notes 3” mortar 32”/80cm 1 3+ Mortar, Smoke. 40mm Bofors gun 40 32"/80cm 4 6 5+ Turntable, Anti-aircraft, Immobile. French 25mm SA34 Hotchkiss gun 20 16”/40cm 3 6 5+ Gun shield, No HE. 37mm Bofors gun 25 24"/60cm 3 6 5+ Gun shield, No HE. 2 pdr gun 30 24"/60cm 3 7 5+ Gun shield, Turntable, No HE. Italian 47/32 gun 30 24"/60cm 3 6 4+ 18 pdr gun 40 24”/60cm 2 9 3+ Gun shield. 18/25 pdr gun 50 24”/60cm 2 9/3 3+ Gun shield, Close-support artillery, Smoke. 25 pdr gun 60 24”/60cm 2 9/3 3+ Gun shield, Turntable, Artillery, Smoke. MG 16”/40cm 3 2 6 ROF 1 if other weapons fire. AA MG 16"/40cm 3 2 6 Self-defence anti-aircraft. Boys AT rifle 16"/40cm 1 4 6 0.5” HMG 16”/40cm 3 3 6 15mm HMG 16”/40cm 3 4 6 37mm tank gun 24"/60cm 2 7 5+ 2 pdr tank gun 24"/60cm 2 7 5+ No HE. 3” tank howitzer 16”/40cm 2 4/2 3+ Close-support artillery, Smoke. 3.7” tank howitzer 32"/80cm 2 Smoke. Anti-aircraft: Anti-aircraft weapons can fire at aircraft. Artillery: Artillery can fire artillery bombardments at up to three times their normal range. Close-support artillery: Close-support artillery can fire artillery bombardments at up to twice their normal range. Gun shield: Teams crewing weapons with a gun shield are in Bulletproof Cover when fired at from the front. Immobile: Bofors anti-aircraft guns cannot be manhandled. They can only move if towed. Mortar: Mortars can only fire artillery bombardments; as a result, they have no ROF rating. No HE: 25mm and 2 pdr guns have no HE ammunition reducing their Firepower against unarmoured targets to 6. Self-defence anti-aircraft: Self-defence anti-aircraft weapons can fire at aircraft, but only at aircraft attacking their own platoon. Smoke: Weapons with smoke ammunition can fire a smoke screen rather than their normal shooting. Turntable: Weapons mounted on turntables can rotate to fire in any direction without penalty.



Infantry Name Points Range ROF Anti-tank Firepower Weapons And Notes Rifle/MG team 16”/40cm 2 2 6 SMLE rifle and Bren light machine-gun. MG team 16”/40cm 3 2 6 Bren light machine-gun. Light mortar team 16”/40cm 1 1 5+ 2” mortar. Boys team 16"/40cm 1 4 6 Boys anti-tank rifle. AA MG team 16”/40cm 3 2 6 Bren light machine-gun. Anti-aircraft. HMG team 24”/60cm 4 2/1 6 Vickers medium machine-gun. Close-support artillery. Pioneer Rifle/MG team 16”/40cm 2 2 6 SMLE rifle and Bren light machine-gun. Pioneer. Satchel charges. Command Rifle team 10 16”/40cm 1 2 6 SMLE rifle. Observer team 10 Staff team 5 Moves and fights as a Gun team. Close-support artillery: Close-support artillery can fire artillery bombardments at up to twice their normal range. Satchel charges: British Pioneer teams have an Anti-tank rating of 3 in assaults.
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